Dance 2015-16 School Year
August 24, 2015-May 7, 2016 (Updated 10/6/15)

CLASS TIMES

Twinkle Babies (2.5-3.5 yr olds) (Must be 2.5)
- Mon 9:30-10:00am
- Mon 5:45-6:15pm
- Sat 9:00-9:30am

Twinkle Stars (3-4 yr olds) (Must be 3.5)
- Mon 10:00-10:45am
- Mon 4:15-5:00pm
- Thurs 3:30-4:15pm
- Sat 9:30-10:15am

Twinkle Stars (4-6 yr olds) (Must be 4.5)
- Mon 3:30-4:15pm
- Thurs 4:15-5:00pm
- Sat 10:15-11:00am

Ballet/Lyrical 1 (6-9 yr olds) (Must be 6 by September 1)
- Tu 3:15-4:15pm

Tap 1 (6-9 yr olds) (Must be 6 by September 1)
- Wed 3:15-4:15pm

Hip Hop/Jazz Jr. (5-7 yr olds) (Must be 5 by September 1)
- Mon 5:00-5:45pm
- Sat 11:00-11:45am

Hip Hop/Jazz 1a (7-9 yr olds) (Must be 7 by September 1)
- Sat 11:45am-12:45pm

Hip Hop/Jazz 1b (8-11 yr olds)
- Wed 4:15-5:15pm

Dance Sampler (10-Teen)
- Mon 6:15-7:15pm

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

Twinkle Babies Dance™
(Ages 2-3)

Ages 2-3. Twinkle Babies™ dance class is a 30-minute introductory dance class that is unique and important in the dance industry. The secret to the class is that it is structured and fun! It contains ballet, tap and creative movement. Young dancers learn the basic steps while learning how to follow direction and imitate movement in a positive environment. Engaging music is used to get these little dancers inspired to dance. The use of props such as “dancing bears”, hula hoops and maracas, enables the young dancers to use their imagination, creativity and, most of all, have fun! Students must be at least 2.5 to enroll.

Twinkle Stars Dance™
(Ages 3-4, 4-5 & 5-6)

Twinkle Stars Dance™ is an age specific 45-minute class containing ballet, tap and jazz/creative movement. The purpose of the class is to introduce young dancers to the three styles of dance and inspire movement and creativity within a positive environment. Dancers also learn basic steps and terminology in all three styles. For example, all dancers will learn what a “plie” is and how to demonstrate one. The use of fun, age appropriate music engages the young dancers’ minds and bodies. The use of props such as maracas for the “freeze dance” makes the end of class the most fun!

***Placement Notes: For the Twinkle Stars Dance™ 3-4 class, students must be at least 3 1/2 years old. Twinkle Stars Dance™ 4-6 students must be at least 4 1/2 years old.

Ballet/Lyrical Level 1: (ages 6-9)

Ballet/Lyrical Technique is the foundation for all dance! This style helps young dancers develop focus, grace, balance, and strength. Lyrical is a fusion of ballet & jazz, demanding technical skill, musicality and expression of emotion. Dancers learn to tell the story of a piece through their movements. 1-hour class. Students taking BOTH Ballet 1 and Tap 1 (or Hip Hop/Jazz Jr. or 1) receive a discount.

***Ballet 1 and Tap 1 (or Hip Hop/Jazz Jr. or 1) = $79/mo ($13 savings/mo)

Tap Level 1 (ages 6-9)

Beginning level classes will focus on learning basic rhythm patterns including shuffles, flaps, stomps, and ball changes. Advanced level will include complex combinations focusing on speed, clarity, and intricate footwork. 1-hour class. Students taking BOTH Ballet 1 and Tap 1 (or Hip Hop/Jazz Jr. or 1) receive a discount. ***Ballet 1 and Tap 1 (or Hip Hop/Jazz Jr. or 1) = $79/mo ($13 savings/mo)

Hip Hop /Jazz (Three levels: Jr, 1a and 1b)

Jazz: Classes will focus on turns, leaps, increased flexibility and strength and the development of style. All classes will have a strong emphasis on correct technique while allowing students to use their own styles. Hip Hop: Choreography will be similar to that seen in music videos. Moves are jazz based with a mixture of pop and lock techniques and street funk. Students taking BOTH Ballet 1 and Tap 1 (or Hip Hop/Jazz Jr. or 1) receive a discount. ***Ballet 1 and Tap 1 (or Hip Hop/Jazz Jr. or 1) = $79/mo ($13 savings/mo)

Dance Sampler (Ballet, Lyrical, Hip Hop & Jazz)

Excited to dance, but not sure which class to try? This combo class lets you try ALL!

To Register: Use our easy online registration at www.lcmusicanddance.com

Don’t see a class that works for you? Get 4 friends ready to enroll and we’ll add a class time for you!